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Abstract-The eight main contributions of the author to the field of approximate solutions of 
ordinary differential equations described herein are all application-oriented, with the purposes of sim- 
plification and the increase in efficiency and effectiveness of the Runge-Kutta processes generated. 
They range from the determination of an initial trial stepsize to be adopted to expedite the approxi- 
mation process through embedded Rung*Kutta algorithms to a more recent procedure for upgrading 
the order of Runge-Kutta processes. These contributions encompass all classes of differential equa- 
tions of all orders, such as explicit, implicit, single or systems, and their treatment by Runge-Kutta 
processes of scalar or vector type (with the related equivalence conditions), of discrete or continuous 
kind, including the computer derivations of nonlinear algebraic equations associated with the Runge 
Kutta processes. Specifically, the author developed the first, fifth order Runge-Kutta formulae with 
fourth order embedded and the first, C’ approximate solution through interpolation and Runge-Kutta 
formulae, which he improved by developing C’ embeddings with Runge-Kutta formulae without the 
use of interpolative techniques. 

Keywords--Ordinary differential equations, Numerical analysis, Runge-Kutta algorithms, Em- 
bedded formulae, Interpolants, Continuous approximate solutions, Upgrading the order of the ap- 
proximate solutions, Error estimation, Stepsize control. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the derivation of Runge-Kutta formulae a century ago by their first originators, Runge [l], 

Henn [2], and Kutta [3], many researchers contributed in different ways to this popular approxi- 

mation process for the solution of initial value problems involving ordinary differential equations. 

The present author will describe in this article solely his own contributions extending from 1960 to 

the present. All these contributions are application-oriented, and usually they were first presented 

at a professional meeting, then in institutional technical reports issued and widely distributed, 

and finally published in journals. 

We shall be concerned with the initial value problem 

2 = f(?Y), Ybo) = Yo, 

where at present we shall assume the differential equation to be of scalar type, that is, composed 

of a single equation. Later, we shall show that our treatment can be extended to the vector cases, 

that is, to systems of differential equations. 
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It shall further be assumed that the function f in (1) is continuous and satisfies a Lipschitz 
condition in a closed circular neighborhood of the initial point (~0, Yo) to assure us of the existence 
and uniqueness of the solution y(z) of the initial value problem (1). 

A Runge-Kutta algorithm of order r and involving s stages or substitutions may be defined as 
follows: 

s-l 

ih,s(~o + h) = YO + cwi ki, 

i=o 

ko = Wzo, YO), 

i-l 

ki = hf ~0 +aih, ~0 + C bi,j kj , i=l ,...,S-1, 
j=O 

i-1 

ai = 
c bi,ja 

j=O 

Pb) 

@cl 

Whenever confusion does not arise, we may write &+(zo + h) simply as y,.(zo + h) or Yr, the 
subscript T specifying only the order of the process. 

We shall refer to f(z, y) in (1) as the “directional function,” to the w’s in (2a) as “weights” 
and to the k’s in (2b) as “incremental coefficients,” and finally to the a’s and b’s as “constants 
of the algorithm” or simply as “constants.” 

The author’s contributions are described consecutively in the following eight sections. At times 
when appropriate we shall not enter into details, but refer the interested readers to the specific 
literature and/or other pertinent information. 

2. RECTILINEAR SOLUTIONS 

In 1960, this author discovered an interesting property of Runge-Kutta processes [4] which can 
be announced in the following theorem. 

THEOREM. If the solution of the initial value problem (1) is y = yo + (Z - ~0) f(zo, yo), a straight 
line, then any Runge-Kutta algorithm, regardless of its order, will yield the discrete exact solution 

Y(ZO + h). 

However, in actual practice in certain problems, higher order processes, involving lengthy 
calculations, on account of the inevitable round-off errors introduced, will not yield the exact 
value but only approximations to it, so that after repeated applications of the algorithm, the 
process, so as to say, would be “off the track.” Consequently, since all algorithms theoretically 
give the exact value, naturally it is preferable to use only the first order Runge-Kutta algorithm 
~I(ZO + h) = yo + ko, which is actually none other than the well known Euler’s formula 

B(z) = Yo + (x - 20) f(zo, Yo), (3) 

the round-off errors originating from the application of which formulae are relatively insignificant, 
if not nil. 

Still better, why resort to an approximation process if one can obtain with ease the exact 
solution? Thus, before attacking the initial value problem (1) by an approximation process, it is 
advisable from the onset to verify whether the function yo + (Z - ZO) f(zo, yo) satisfies identically 
the differential equation (l), that is, whether 

f(zo, YO) = f (2, YO + (z - 20) f(so, Yo)) * (4) 

In this manner, one can readily determine if equation (3) constitutes the solution of the con- 
sidered initial value problem (1) and thus avoid unnecessary labor, waste of time, and even more 
importantly, erroneous results. 
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It should be pointed out that the recommended verification of the identity (4) does not re- 
quire additional evaluations of the directional function f, since the only necessary evaluation, 
namely f(zc,~a), is the main component of the first stage, /CC, = hf(zo, y,-,), of any Runge-Kutta 
algorithm. 

This affinity of Runge-Kutta algorithms to rectilinear solutions is so strong that even in the 
case where the IVP (1) has more than one solution, one of which integral curves in a straight line, 
the Runge-Kutta algorithms will yield the exact solution. To this effect, consider, for example, 
the IVP 

dy z = (y - 1)2’s, y(0) = 1. (5) 

Definitely, y = 1 and y = g + 1 are solutions. Actually, the former is a minor while the latter 
is a major solution, and there are infinitely many other solutions or integral curves between them. 
Yet the use of any Runge-Kutta algorithm, irrespective of its order, will yield only the rectilinear 
solution y = 1. 

Later on, when interest in stiff differential equations emerged, this strong affinity of Runge- 
Kutta processes to integral curves which are straight lines, provided us insight into the way this 
type of equations should be treated. Indeed, sections of the integral curve, the solution of an 
IVP involving stiff differential equations, almost look like a straight line. Thus, one should not 
tackle these equations with high order Runge-Kutta algorithms, which would generate substantial 
round-off errors, but rather with low order Runge-Kutta algorithms, such as the fifth order 
processes or perhaps still more advantageously with other low order predictor-corrector type 
processes. 

3. DERIVATION OF ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE RUNGE-KUTTA PROCESSES 

In an rth order process, the power series expansions about the point (20, ya) of the exact 
solution y(za + h) and the approximate solution &,s(zc + h), as defined in (2a,b,c), must coincide 
up through their rth degree term. This matching procedure leads to a nonlinear system of 
algebraic equations in the unknowns: ‘w’s, a’s, and b’s involved in the Runge-Kutta formula. 
Then, this system is solved. Each of these two distinct processes becomes more and more tedious 
and time consuming with the increase of the order r of the Runge-Kutta formulae. 

Various methods have been established and used [5-71 for the purpose of making the derivation 
of these equations less laborious. Nevertheless, these known methods are still quite involved, and 
there is always everywhere present the strong possibility of human error which may be difficult 
to detect. 

Our method is totally different from the others and considerably simplifies the derivation of 
the nonlinear algebraic equations. Moreover, the method is adaptable to computer implementa- 
tions. It is worth mentioning that the heart of the computer program lies in the values of prime 
numbers and uses their property for identification purposes. Thus, for instance, ws a: b& may 
be represented by 600 with the assignment of 

w3 = 3, al = 2, and b2,i = 5. (6) 

Two technical reports, [8,9], were issued, followed by a journal publication [lo]. Subsequently, 
Fehlberg adopted this method in his treatment of second order differential equations [ll]. The 
interested readers are referred to these works [8-lo]. 

4. EMBEDDED RUNGE-KUTTA PROCESSES 

Milne, in his well known treatise [12, p. 741 commented about the Runge-Kutta method that 
“the process does not contain in itself any simple means for estimating the errors” and mentioned 
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that although Bieberbach had found an expression providing an upper bound for the errors, 
however, that estimate depended on quantities that do not appear directly in computation and 
therefore required some additional separate calculations. 

Milne’s comments were inappropriate because, as it will be shown below, Runge-Kutta al- 
gorithms are endowed with an internal error estimation property which does not require any 
additional evaluations of the directional functions f; that is, it is obtained “at no cost.” How- 
ever, this property was undetected, let alone exploited. 

This author developed several families of fifth order six-stage algorithms which in appearance 
were like the standard, familiar formulae of that order. However, these formulae were endowed 
with an internal property which was not apparent: that with the first four incremental coeffi- 
cients of the fifth order six-stage formula, namely, with the set {kc, Ici, Its, Its}, a fourth order 
four-stage algorithm is obtained. And interestingly, in absolute value, the difference of the two 
approximations generated, that is 

1??5,6(zO +h)-!?4,4(20 +h)l = e(X0 +h), (7) 

constituted a very good estimate for 

IY(so+h) -G4,4(50 +h)l, (8) 

the absolute truncation error in the fourth order approximation 7j4,4(20 + h) to the exact value 
Y(~O + h). The reason for this conclusion, which is supported by numerous test results, is as 
follows. 

Let e4(zo + h) and es(ze + h) designate the absolute truncation errors associated with the 
4th and 5th order approximations considered above, respectively. We thus can write: 

e4(20 +h) = IY(ZO +h) -174,4(x0 +h)l = O(h5), 

e5(50 +h) = (y(xO +h) -g5,6(zO -kh)l = o(h6), 
(9) 

where h is the chosen step-size. 
For sufficiently small h, &,6(zO + h) constitutes a very close approximation to y(zo + h), the 

exact value. Consequently, substituting in (9) the exact value y(zo+h) by the close approximation 

g5,6(xo + h), we may write: 

e4(20 + h) = Iy(Zo + h) - g4,4(20 + h)l M lj-j5,6(20 + h) _ g4,4(20 + h), = e(zo + h). PO) 

And if it thus has been determined that @4,4(2c + h) constitutes an n-decimal figure approxi- 
mation to y(za + h), the exact value, then g5,6(xo + h), which is more accurate than &,4(5e + h), 
must be as well an n-decimal figure approximation, if not even better. Accordingly, we may 
modify (10) to 

e5(20 +h) = IY(~o+~) -ti5,6(2o+h)l < ld5,6(zo + h)- $4,4(x0+ h)J = e(zo+h), (11) 

and consider [&&6(x0 + h) - fj4,4(z0 + h)l as a bound or a valuable conservative estimate for 
IY(ZO + h) - &,s(zs + h)l, that is, the error in &,s(zc + h). These formulae were originally called 
“pseudo-iterative,” but subsequently they have come to be known as “embedded” Runge-Kutta 
formulae. 

Among this new category of fifth order algorithms which are valid for scalar as well as vector 
IVPs, the following appears to be one of the best: 

g5,6(xO +h) = YO + &(14ko +35k3 + l62Ic4 +125 kg), Pa) 

@4,4(~0 +h) =y~ + f (k~ +41c2 + h), 
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where 

kl = hf 50 + f h, yo + ; ko 
> 

, 

k2 = hf zo + f h, yo + ; (ko + ICI) 
> 

, 

k3 = hfbo + h, YO - h + 2k2), 
(124 

2 
50 + j h, yo + 27 L(7ko+10k1+kj) , 

) 

zo+;h,yo+&(28ko-125kl+546kz+54k3-378k4) 
> 

. 

These new fifth order processes and their error estimation property were first presented at an 

AMS meeting in 1965 [13]. Further information and/or details about these processes were given 

in [14-161, which contributed to their broad exposure [17-191. Interestingly, the very same fifth 

order six-stage embedded process (12) with its error estimation property was rediscovered and 

published in 1969 [20]. On the other hand, Fehlberg issued several technical reports followed 

by journal publications concerning these embedded Runge-Kutta processes with error estimation 

property, to which he referred as RungeKutta formulae “with step-size control” [21-231. However, 

in these works [20-231, the lower order embedded process plays the role of the main algorithm 

and is used for advancing step by step, while the higher one is used for error estimation. The 

approximations thus generated are further “off the track” than is necessary. A criticism of this 

detrimental procedure affecting the overall approximation process can be found in [19]. 

Thus, in these two other fifth order processes mentioned [18-201, the lower fourth order process 

is considered as the main algorithm and used for advancing step by step while the higher, fifth 

order approximation is used for error estimation. Thus, these two main approximations are 

further “off the track” than is necessary. 

5. CONDITIONS FOR THE EQUIVALENCE 
OF THE SYSTEM OF ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS 

ASSOCIATED WITH SCALAR AND VECTOR 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 

The methods of derivation of the nonlinear system of algebraic equations associated with the 

initial value problem (1) vary, depending on whether the initial value problem is relative to a 

single differential equation, the scalar case, or a system of differential equations, the vector case. 

As shown in the following table [23], the number of algebraic equations grows with r, the order 

of the process, and much more rapidly for the vector case than for the scalar case. 

Order r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Scalar 1 2 4 8 16 31 59 110 

Vector 1 2 4 8 17 37 85 200 

Since the number of algebraic equations are so excessively large for formulae of higher order, it 

is naturally advantageous to solve the scalar case, which not only has fewer algebraic equations, 
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but requires fewer stages to supply enough constants or parameters. Thus, the question arises 
as to whether a solution of the system of algebraic equations corresponding to the scalar case 
will also satisfy the algebraic equations of the vector case for the same order. When Butcher [24] 
analyzed Huta’s two sixth-order eight-stage formulae, which were derived by solving the scalar 
equations, he found it “remarkable that, in fact, Huta’s processes are applicable to a set of 
simultaneous (differential) equations.” 

The author has shown that the imposition of certain sets of conditions reduces the nonlinear 
systems of algebraic equations corresponding to scalar and vector processes to two equivalent 
systems. Consequently, the solution of the equivalent scalar system provides Runge-Kutta algo- 
rithms which are valid for scalar and vector IVPs. 

Consider, for instance, the following sets denoted by (A) and (B) to which we may refer as 
squaring and cubing conditions, respectively: 

i-l 

(A) c aj bi,j = ; a;, 
j=l 

i-l 

(B) Cajbi,j = SC$, i = 2,3,. . . ) s - 1, 
j=l 

where s indicates the number of stages of the Runge-Kutta process used. 
The squaring conditions (A) with s = 6 constitute the equivalency criterion for the fifth order 

six-stage process [23,25]. On the other hand, the squaring and cubing conditions (A) and (B), 
jointly with s = 8, constitute an equivalency criterion for the sixth order eight-stage processes. 

It should be mentioned that there are other criteria assuring the equivalency of scalar and 
vector Runge-Kutta processes. For instance, in the case of sixth order eight-stage processes, 

(A) and a7 =l, 

constitute another equivalency criterion [23,26]. 
Researchers confronted with the difficult task of obtaining solutions to lengthy and complex 

systems of algebraic equations corresponding to high order Runge-Kutta processes have intro- 
duced, at numerous times, simplifying assumptions which we have determined always included 
equivalence conditions. Thus, for instance, Huta [6,7], in dealing with the system of 31 algebraic 
equations corresponding to the sixth order eight-stage processes, introduces the squaring condi- 
tions (A) and a7 = 1, which as just mentioned constitute an equivalence criterion and renders his 
formula valid also for the vector case. But he additionally introduces the cubing conditions (B) 
which, jointly with the conditions (A) already introduced, constitute another equivalence crite- 
rion, which again assures that Huta’s sixth order formulae developed for the scalar case are valid 
for the vector case as well, a highly desirable property of which Huta himself was not aware. 

In the existing literature of that time, we found only one case where the constants involved 
in a claimed sixth order formula for the scalar case did not satisfy the corresponding system of 
algebraic equations of the vector case. This was Shanks’ formula (17) of [27]. But it was shown 
in [23] that the claim was erroneous and the formula in question was not of sixth order. 

Sarafyan developed in 1967-68 [28-301 three sixth order eight-stage algorithms which may be 
considered improved versions of Huta’s two formulae [6,7]. These sixth order processes of Huta 
and Sarafyan have an internal property in common, which as we shall see later, will enable us to 
transform these discrete Runge-Kutta processes into continuous (Cl) processes. 

We produce below, for later use, one of the sixth order formulae of Sarafyan. We produce also 
a Sarafyan seventh order ten-stage algorithm [31] which we believe, on account of numerous tests, 
to be the most effective of all the seventh order algorithms. Finally, we give a family of eight 
order 13-stage algorithms of Sarafyan developed in 1970 under a NASA grant. 
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A SIXTH ORDER FORMULA OF SARAFYAN. 

%,8(xO+h) = yo + &$41&O +b)+ 216(k2 +k6)+27(kg + kg)+272kd], 

(13a) 

g4,4 (se+ih) = YCI + & (ko + 4k2 + kg), (13b) 

where 

ko = hfbo, Yo), 

h = hf 
( 
xo + ; h, yo + ; k. 

> 
, 

kz = hf 
( 

xo + ; h, yo + & (k. + 3kl) 
> 

, 

ks = hf 
( 

20 + ; h, yo + f (ko - 3kl + 4k2) 
> 

, 

k4 = hf 
( 

xo + f h, yo + ; (k. + 3k3) 
> 

, 

b=hf zo+;h,yo+;(17ko-63kl+51k2+k4) 
( > 

, 

ks=hf xo+;h,Yo+&22ko+33k~+30k2-58k3+34k4+3ks) 
( > 

, 

Xo+h,yo+~(281ko-243kl-522k2+876k3-346k4-36k5+72ks) 
> 

. 

THE SEVENTH ORDER FORMULAE OF SARAFYAN. 

(13c) 

ih,lo(xo + h) = YO + [751 (ko + kg) + 3577 (kg + kg) + 1323 (ka + k7) + 2989 (kg + kG)] , 

where 

ko = hf (xo, go>, 

h = hf ( xo + $ h, YO + $ ko > , 

k2 = hf ( xo + ; h, YO + ; (ko + W > , 

k3 = hf ( 1 
20 + ? h YO + 28 L (ko + 3kz) 

> 
, 

k4 = hf 
( 

xo + ; h, yo + ; (ko - 3kz + 4k3) 
> 

, 

kg = hf 
( 

xc, + ; h, yo + $ (3ko + 9k4) 
> 

, 

kg = hf 
( 

xo + ; h, yo + & (-202 ko + 1302 kz - 954 kq + 898 hg)) , 

k7 = hf 
( 

xo + ; h, yo + & (-1881 k. - 783 k2 + 10352 k3 - 3414 k4 + 5122 k6)) , 

kg = hf xo + f h, yo + & (683663 k. + 430650 k2 

- 2032615 k3 + 2208930 k4 + 385270 k5 - 740735 kg + 970137 k7) 
> 

, 
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kg = hf 20 + h, yo + 196;1100 (-12175421 k. - 11236050 kz + 62891430 k3 

- 43488585 k4 - 9947140 kg $51099720 k6 - 30879954 k7 + 13337100 kB 
> 

. 

FAMILIES OF EIGHT ORDER FORMULAE OF SARAFYAN. 

ti8,13(20 + h) = !/O + &#Wko + k12)+ 5888 (ks + krl) 

- 928 (ks + km) + 10496 (k7 + kg) - 4540 Icg] , 

where (t # 0 represents a free parameter): 

ko = WXO,YO>, 
h = V(xo + th, YO + tko), 

k2=hf(xo+~h,Yo+(~-~)ko+~kl), 

kg = hf 
( 

20 -t ; k, YO + ; (3ko + 9kz)) , 

kd = hf 
( 

x0 + $ h, yo + &(29ke+33kz-12ks)), 

kg = hf 
( 

xo + 5 h, yo + & (33 k~ + 4k3 + 125 4)) , 

kg = hf 
( 

x0 + ; h, yo + & (6ka + ll2 kg + 125 k4 - 81 k5)) , 

k7 = hf 
( 

xo + i h, yo + & (-4305 ko - 3608 ka + 25625 kq - 18819 k5 -t 14391 k&) , 

ks = hf 
( 

x0 + ; h, yr, + & (30 ko + 32 kg - 125 kq + 324 ks - 162 kg + 225 k7)) , 

kg = hf 
( 

xo + 1 h, yo + & (1313148 kc, + 2714528 k3 - 5806625 kq 

f 5442012 k5 - 4098114 kg + 1167885 k, + 329886 ks) 
> 

, 

km = hf 
( 

xc, -i- ; h, yo + & (413718 to f 1955296 kg - 923875 k4 

- 763398 kg + 224046 kg - 1778805 k7 + 1167156 kg - 256554 kg) 
> 

, 

kn = hf 
( 

xo + ; h, yo + & (-166224 ko + 4734688 k3 + 4689125 kq - 10023912 k5 

+ 4103298 kg - 4238505 k7 + 1104678 ks + 669060 kg - 37584 klo) 
> 

, 

hz = hf 20 + h YO + & (236121 k. - 675392 kg - 1544500 k4 + 2189295 kg 

- 160218 k6 - 473850 k7 + 849582 ks - 400545 kg + 59616 kll 
> 

. 

Recommended values for t are: &, $7 ;, and 1. 

At this point, the following comment is appropriate. Fehlberg stated [32, (see Introduc- 

tion, p. 3)] that he believed the optimum order for Runge-Kutta formulae was eight order. 
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However, his conclusion was based on comparative tests using only the one tenth order and 

two ninth order formulae known at that time (in fact, the correctness of two of the formulae 

cannot be verified, since they were not published). Definitely more research is needed in this 

direction. 

6. A PRACTICAL RULE FOR THE DETERMINATION 
OF A TRIAL OR INITIAL 

“SUFFICIENTLY SMALL” STEP-SIZE 

As we have seen, the error estimation property of embedded type Runge-Kutta processes has 

been established with the assumption that the chosen step-size h is “sufficiently small.” In 

the next two sections, when discussing the generation of approximate continuous Runge-Kutta 

solutions to the initial value problem (l), again it will be assumed that the selected step-size h 

is sufficiently small. Then, naturally, the question arises as to how to select, as economically as 

possible, preferably “at no cost,” such a step-size. 

A tentative initial step-size ht, which may be considered acceptably close to a “sufficiently 

small h” to provide a useful estimate for the errors is given by the following practical rule 

established by Sarafyan [33]. Its effectiveness has been confirmed by numerous tests. 

RULE. Given the initial value problem 

2 = f(GY)> Y(Xo) = 310, 

then ht given by 

ht = ! ” 
I I 2 f(zo,Yo) ’ 

Yo # 0, f@o,Yo) # 0, 

is a trial, sufficiently small step-size. 

This simple and easily applicable rule, which eliminates the arbitrary and hazardous choice of 

a sufficiently small step-size h, thus preventing waste of time and labor, is obtained “at no cost” 

since it makes use of ye which is given and of f(ze, ye) which is a component of kc = hf(zo, ye), 

the first incremental coefficient to be used in any Runge-Kutta algorithm, regardless of its order. 

Naturally, whenever there does not arise any confusion, ht may simply be written h. 
Assume now that the hypotheses of the existence and uniqueness theorems for the solution y(s) 

of the initial value problem (1) are satisfied. Then, the exact solution y(sc + h) and a Runge- 

Kutta approximation to it obtained through the use of the trial step-size h, both fall in the 

socalled “butterfly region.” In particular, the singular points, if any, are avoided. 

To put into evidence the effectiveness of this rule for obtaining a safe and useful initial step- 
size from the very start of any Runge-Kutta process, or, as a matter of fact, with any other 
approximation process, we consider, for example, two innocent looking but actually vicious initial 

value problems, specifically: 

(i) 2 = 10y2, Y(O) = 1, ( Solution: y = & 
> 

, 

(ii) 2 = -y - $, Y(0) = 1, (Solution: y = di?%) . 

We observe that, for the first problem, the solution is not defined at x = h = 0.1, and whenever 

x = h > 0.1 a Runge-Kutta algorithm will yield a positive valued approximation, &.,s(xa + h) > 0, 
while the exact solution y(xe + h) < 0. The rule yields h = 0.05, a safe trial step-size to initiate 

the approximation process. 

In the case of the second problem, the exact solution of which is y = dm, it is not defined 

if x > l/2. The rule provides x = h = l/2, a step-size for which the solution is defined, to initiate 

the approximation process. 
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This rule for the determination of a trial step-size, together with a third order embedded Runge- 

Kutta process, was adopted in the SR 60 Texas Instruments calculators in 1976 [33, p. 791. The 

reason for the choice of a third order Runge-Kutta process although higher order algorithms were 

then available was the memory limitations of these calculators. 

In the case of vector initial value problems, such as when dealing with a system of two differ- 

ential equations, the modified rule for trial stepsize determination may be announced as follows. 

RULE. Given the initial value problem 

dz 
- = s(xc,Y,z), 
dx y(xo) = YO, 4x0) = zo* 

Letting 

f(zo, Yoyol zo) = fo, s(zo, Yo, zo) = 90, 

an initial trial step-size ht is given by 

However, before beginning the determination of an approximate solution for the IVP and, 

consequently, before the application of the rule for obtaining a trial step-size, as recommended 

in the Section 2, it is advantageous to verify whether the solution of the considered IVP is 

a straight line. In other words, when dealing with the scalar case, we must verify whether 

the identity fo E f (z, yo + (x - ~0) fo) holds, while in the vector case (restricting to a sys- 

tem composed of two equations for simplification), we must verify whether the identities fo E 

f (2, Yo + (E - xo) fo, zo + (X - 50) go) and go = g (2, Yo + (x - 20) fo, zo + (X - ~0) go) hold. 

7. THE GENERATION OF APPROXIMATE CONTINUOUS 
(Cl) SOLUTIONS TO ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

AND THEIR SYSTEMS 

Originally (1965), this author had embedded in three families of fifth order six-stage Runge- 

Kutta processes, &s,s(~-, + h), a fourth order four-stage process, &~,~(zEo + h). Soon thereafter 

(1966), it was realized that in a main, fifth order six-stage algorithm &,,s(zo + h), a fourth 

order four-stage algorithm &,4(x0 + ch), 0 < c < 1, could be embedded. In other words, the 

approximations generated by the embedded fourth order algorithm was not at the end of the step 
for 2 = ze + h as before, but at any interior point of [XO, zo + h], the interval of application of the 
main, fifth order algorithm and, in particular, at 2 = zo + (l/2) h, the midpoint of the interval. 

Thus, a family of fifth order six-stage processes &s(zo + h) in which were embedded fourth 
order four-stage algorithms j&(zo + i h) had been developed [34]. The following pair of formulae 
appeared to be one of the simplest in this family: 

k6bO + h) = ?/o + $j [7(ko + k5)+ 32(k~ + k4)+ 12ks], (144 

iiw (,,+;h) = YO + & (ko + 4kz + kg), (14b) 
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with 
ko = wzo, YO), 

kl = hf ( QJ + a h, yo + ; ko > , 

kz = hf 
( 

20 + + h, yo + 5 (ko + ICI) 
> 

, 

ks = hf xo + ; h, y. - f kl + k2 
> 

, W) 

20 + ; h, yo + ; (ko + 3k3) 
> 

, 

zo+h,yo+;(-3ko+2kl+12k2-12k3+8k4) 
> 

. 

The substitution of h by 2h in this process transforms these two formulae into the following 

form: 

95,6(20 + 2h) = Yo+~[7(ko+k5)+32(kz+k4)+12k3], 

fi4,4@0 + h) = YO + f (ko + 4k2 + kd, 

WI 

(I5b) 

with 
ko = hf(zo, YO), 

h = hf 
( 
zo + ; h, yo + ; kc, 

> 
, 

k2 = hf 
( 

xo + ; h, yo + $ (ko + ICI) 
> 

, 

k3 = hf(zo + h, YO - kl + 2kz), 

k4 = hf 
( 

20 + f h, yo + i (ko + 3k3) 
> 

, 

zo+%yo+;(-3ko+2kl+12k2-12k3+8k4) 
> 

. 

(I5c) 

These new formulae were referred to as having composite or two-step form. They have been 
highly recommended for the users. For instance, Lapidus and Seinfeld comment in [19, p. 731: 

The importance of this feature cannot be overstressed since it means that starting from 
CEO it is possible to calculate (an approximation to y(ze + h) via a fourth-order formula 
and (an approximation to y(zs + 2h)) via a fifth-order formula, requiring a total of six 
evaluations (of the function f(z, y)). 0 n a per-step basis only three stages are required 
as compared to four stages with any other fourth-order formula. Thus this procedure 
is the most economical that we have encountered which yields at least fourth-order 
results.. . Obviously this entire formulation is highly recommended for the user. 

Subsequently, these authors use this composite fifth order formula to solve two parabolic partial 
differential equations (through the Method of Lines), one of linear and the other of nonlinear type, 
and they find the composite formula more stable than the other two methods [19, pp. 230-2331. 

Furthermore, quite recently, Abraham refers to the above composite process as “one of the 
most efficient general purpose methods of Runge-Kutta 4/5 type” and adopts it in his modular 
software package [31]. Yet this composite formula will be further improved in the following 
section. 

It must be mentioned that besides the fifth order formula (14) or (15), we have discovered that 
our three sixth order eight-stage formulae, one of which namely formula (13), already exhibited, 
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also provides a fourth order approximation; however, not at z = 20 + (l/2) h, as in the preceding 
case but now at the interior point z = 50 + (l/3) h. Specifically, the main sixth order eight-stage 
algorithm and the embedded fourth order interior algorithms are: 

?36,8(~0 + h) = 90 + &j [41 (Ice + Icr) + 216 (k2 + Its) + 27 (ks + Its) + 272 /cd] , 

= yo + $j (ko + 4kz + k3), 

which have been exhibited previously as formulae (13a) and (13b), respectively, while the corre- 
sponding set of incremental coefficients { ko, . . . , k,} was defined in (13~). 

We 

(4 

(b) 

cc> 

We 

have exploited the existence of interior points for various purposes, specifically: 

for the determination of a rough estimate for truncation errors and an acceptable stepsize, 
which methods are outmoded by now and thus will not be discussed further; for curiosity 
one may see, for instance, [19, pp. 71, 72, (2.8.9)-(2.8.11)]; 
to show the efficiency and effectiveness of Runge-Kutta processes of higher order (2 5); 
see, for instance, [19, p. 731; 
and, most importantly, for the generation of approximate continuous (Cl) solutions of the 
IVP (l), which will be subject of the present discussion. 

acknowledge from the onset of our discussion that the interior points as specified above 
have been, so as to say, the stepping stone for initiating the study of approximate continuous 
solution for IVPs through interpolative processes, whose solutions will be denoted by H(z). 

Since the generation of H(a) is the same for either algorithms (13) or (14), irrespective of their 
order, we shall choose to work with the higher order process, specifically the sixth order eight- 
stage algorithm (13a,b,c), which yields more accurate approximations at the nodal or terminal 
point x = xe + h. 

In view of the fact that the known interior point is of fourth order, (xc + (l/3) h, $4,4(x0 

+(1/3) h), that incited us to consider a fourth order interpolant, that is, a fourth degree polyno 
mial 

H(z) = ae + &x - xlJ)i ai, (16) 
i=l 

where the five coefficients ai’s are unknown. 
We need five conditions to determine these five unknowns. Through the use of the initial, in- 

terior and terminal points, (zo,Yo), (x0 + (l/3) h, #+I (x0 + (1/3)h)), and (x0 + h, &,8(x0 + h)), 
we readily obtain three conditions, namely: 

H(xo) = Yo, H(xo+ih) =&,4(xo+ih), H(xo+h)=&,8(xo+h). (17a) 

Our goal is the determination of these unknowns with the use of data already available, that 
is, without the necessity of additional evaluations of the function f, briefly said at “no cost.” We 
thus observe that the first stage of our algorithm is ko = hf(xo, yo) and f(xc, yyo) = y/(x0). We 
thus impose the condition corresponding to a very desirable property for H(x), that is 

H’(zo) = f(Xo,Yo) = fo. (I7b) 

We further observe that in the next application of our sixth order algorithm, its first stage would 
be (ko) = hf (x0 + h, 96,8(x0 + h)). Therefore, f (xe + h, &,S(xO + h)) would be available in the 
next application of the formula; however, we make early use of it so as to say by “borrowing” it 
and imposing the condition corresponding to another desirable property for H(x), that is 

H’(xo + h) = f (50 + h, &,8(x0 + h)) = fi. (I7c) 
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We now have the necessary five conditions for the determination of the five unknown ai’s. On 

noting that 

H’(s) = f: i (z - zc)+’ ai, 
i=l 

(18) 

with a few simple operations we determine: 

a0 = 90, al = to, 

a2 = & [9(Y4 -Y6) + 72(Y4 -YO) -2ohfO +zhfl], 

a3 = & [17 (Y4 - 96) + 64 (Y4 - YO) - 14hfo + 4hfi] , 

a4 = & [7 (94 - Y6) + 20 (?/4 - YO) - 4hf0 + 2hf1] , 

(19) 

where, for convenience, &,4 (20 + (I/3) h) and &s(zc + h) are written Simply y4 and ye. 

The above procedure for the determination of H(z) may be referred to as semi-Hermitian 

interpolation. Had we needed additionally the condition for the derivative: H’ (zc + (l/3) h) = 

f (20 + (I/3) h, @4,4(20 + (l/3) h)) the procedure used would correspond to a Hermitian interpo 

lation. 

Letting z = 20 + c h, where h is fixed and preferably 5 E [0, 11, formulae (16) and (18) may be 

written 

H(zo + Ch) = Yo + (Ch) fo + (ch)2 a2 + (ch)3 a3 + (~h)~ a4, 

H’(Zo + ch) = fo + 2 (ch) a2 + 3 (ch)2 a3 + 4 (f&)3 a4, 

(20) 
(21) 

where a2,a3, and a4 are defined as above. In general, formula (20) provides excellent approxi- 

mations to y(zc + ch), while formula (21) provides satisfactory approximations to y’(zc + ch). 

The distinctive features of our approximation process are the “interior point” and the “bor- 

rowing” procedure which consisted in making early use of f (~0 + h, @j,S(ZO + h)) = f~ available 

in the next application of the algorithm. 

They contributed each to the increase of the degree of the interpolating polynomial H(z) by 

one unit, that is in total of two units, thus increasing considerably the accuracy of the generated 

approximate continuous solution. Additionally, the use of the borrowed first stage of the process 

in its next application rendered the derivative of the interpolating polynomial continuous at the 

mesh points also (such as the point P = zcc + h) in the repeated applications of the approximation 

process, in other words, providing approximate C1 solutions to the IVP (1). 

The generation of approximate continuous solutions by Runge-Kutta processes and interpola- 

tive methods can be traced to composite or multistep formulae discovered by this author in 1966 

(see [34]). Further information for their development is given in [35,37] and more importantly 

in [38], a journal article about the sixth order case, which process has just been described above. 

This article was reviewed in 1974 [39]. However, in this review one cannot find any mention of 

the generation of approximate continuous solutions to IVP (l), by interpolating polynomials or 

interpolants H(z), and original undertaking which was the main purpose of the article. Yet, the 

reviewer needlessly interjects and praises Fehlberg’s formulae, regardless of the fact that their 

“interior points” were then unknown, and thus, they were defective to be used in our interpolating 

procedure. Fortunately, certain researchers who were not acquainted with this destructive review 

read the author’s article and have implemented in their research [40,41] the formulae described 

herein. 

In 1983, at last, Horn determined [42] an “interior point” for Fehlberg’s fifth order six-stage 

algorithm. Then the reviewer with three coauthors adopted the procedure described by us in [38] 

and generated a semi-Hermitian interpolant H(z), which they described by uc(z) and referred 
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to as “quartic interpolant.” Their work was first issued 8s a technical report [43] (1985) and 

published in [44] (1986) without any mention of this author’s original article published fourteen 

years earlier. They also upgraded uc(z) to a “quintic interpolant” ui(z), but only at the cost of 

two additional functional evaluations, and with no improvement of the approximation at the end 

of the interval, z = zs + h. 

Further, these authors, by applying the same procedures, have also constructed interpolants 

with the use of fourth and sixth order Runge-Kutta algorithms. But these were not Fehlberg’s 

formulae, because contrary to the reviewer’s praise and promotion of the “very efficient class of 

Runge-Kutta formulae up to sth order” of Fehlberg which “are easily implemented” they could 

not be used for the simple reason that their “interior points” were unknown. In fact, with the 

exception of the fifth order formula RK4(5), the “interior points” of all other Fehlberg formulae 

were unknown then, and they still remain unknown as of now, and thus are unfit in efficient 

interpolating procedures. 

In 1983, at the time of Horn’s determination of the “interior point” of Fehlberg’s fifth or- 

der formula, which rekindled interest in the generation of interpolants through the use of these 

points as originally described by us in the 1972 article, we came to realize the generated inter- 

polation processes were none other than continuous Runge-Kutta processes (involving variable 

weights wi(c), c E [O,l]). W e saw that it was far more advantageous to derive these continuous 

Runge-Kutta algorithms directly from the corresponding algebraic equations rather than through 

restrictive interpolative processes; this procedure will be undertaken in the next section. 

8. THE GENERATION OF CONTINUOUS 
RUNGE-KUTTA PROCESSES 

Consider again the initial value problem (1). For an approximate (discrete) solution of this 

problem, we shall use a Runge-Kutta algorithm. For the sake of convenience and simplicity 

assume this algorithm to be of fifth order involving six stages (the minimum number required), 

which may be written: 

#5,6(zO + h) = 90 + 2'Wkit 

i=o 

(224 

with 

ko = hfko, x/o>, 

( 
i-l 

h = hf ~0 + ~i h, 90 + C b,,j kj 7 i=1,...,5, 
j=O 

i-l 

ai = 
c bi,j, 

j=O 

(22b) 

where h is the chosen step-size. 

It will be assumed that the directional function f is sufficiently differentiable, more precisely 

that f E C5 in a neighborhood of the initial point (zc, yc). Then, the solution y(z) E C6. 

To determine the appropriate values of the constants, w’s, a’s, and b’s, the power series of 

y(zc + h) and g5,6(zo + h) are matched up through their fifth degree terms, which process yields 

a system of 16 or 17 algebraic equations for the scalar and vector cases, respectively, involving 

21 unknowns (the constants or parameters), and then the system is solved. 
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It will be advantageous to introduce the four squaring and four cubing equivalency conditions 

as defined in the Section 5; that is 

i-l 

(A) Ai- = Caj bi,j = i a:, i=2 5 ,a.*, , 

j=l 

i-l 

(B) Bi-1 = C aj” bi,j = 5 a;, i = 2,. . . ,5. 
j=l 

(234 

Pb) 

Then the algebraic equations associated with the considered fifth order processes for scalar 

and vector cases, reduce to an equivalent system of nine algebraic equations. Furthermore, they 

render zur = 0. It follows that in total, including the eight equivalency conditions, we have 

9 + 8 = 17 equations involving (21 - 1 =) 20 unknown constants or parameters. We thus have 

three free parameters at our disposal. 

Using these freedoms, we have thus discovered families of such fifth order algorithms. In 

particular, we obtained three different fifth order six-stage Runge-Kutta algorithms specified 

as Methods 1, 2, and 3. These algorithms, which will be soon exhibited, appeared from the 

standpoint of efficiency and effectiveness to be, if not superior, at least competitive with the best 

of known fifth order six-stage algorithms, &,,s(zc + h). 

Motivated by the continuous processes developed through interpolation, we are interested in 

embedding in a (discrete) fifth order six-stage algorithm &,s(zc + h), a continuous Runge-Kutta 

process which provides fourth order approximations at the interior points 2 = x0 + ch, c E (0, l), 

to y(zc + ch), in such a way that the approximation is upgraded to the fifth order approximation 

for c = 1, that is at the end of the step, x = xc + h. To this effect, we have considered fourth 

order six-stage algorithms defined as follows: 

84,6(x0 +Ch) = y0 + &i(c)ki, W(C) = 0, 

i=O 

C-w 

where the weights are not constants any more, but functions of the variable c, and the ki’s are the 

incremental coefficients associated with the chosen fifth order six-stage algorithm &s(xc + h). 

Then y(xs + ch) and @4,6(x0 + ch) were expanded in powers of h up to their fourth degree term 

and, as usual, the matching procedure of terms of like powers yielded the system of five algebraic 

equations relating to the considered fourth order continuous case, which system is displayed in 

[45, p. 1461. The solution of this continuous system for each of the preferred three fifth order 

six-stage algorithms (Methods 1, 2, and 3) provided us the respective three embedded continuous 

fourth order Runge-Kutta processes [46, pp. 7%811. 

Actually, this system of algebraic equations permitted us to generate other continuous processes 

of orders n = 1, 2, 3, which could be used for a variety of purposes. All these processes, as part 

of their respective Methods 1, 2, and 3, are also exhibited in the precited article [46]. We shall 

treat herein only the improved versions of these three methods, which will be achieved at “no 

cost” thanks to the by now familiar procedure of borrowing the first stage of the next application 

of the algorithm &,s(xO + h). 

Indeed, it should be mentioned that since the said system consisted of five linear equations 

in five unknowns, specifically the variable weights: we(c), wi(c), i = 2,. . . ,5, its solution was 

unique, thus resulting in the generation of a single algorithm 64,6(x0 + ch) as defined in (24). The 

“borrowing” procedure will enable us to add a seventh coefficient k6 = hf (x0 + h, &6(x0 + h)) 

to the original set of six incremental coefficient {ko, . . . , kg}. With the addition of this seventh 

stage or incremental coefficient k 6, we have now six unknowns, namely, the variable weights: 

WO(C), Wi(C), i = 2,..., 6, in a system composed of five linear algebraic equations so that one 

of w’s, in particular 206(c), could be chosen as a free parameter (provided that, as we shall see, 

certain conditions were met). 
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Consequently, with this expanded set of seven coefficients {kc,. . . , kg, ke}, we were able to 
develop a family of fourth order seven-stage algorithms: 

g4,7(20 +ch) = YO + &.+$4, w(c) = 0, (25) 
i=o 

instead of the single fourth order six-stage algorithm &,s(sc + ch), with the objective of the 
determination of the best of such processes. 

It must be observed that, since at 2 = 20 + h, that is for c = 1, we must have 

d4,7(20 + h) = g5,6(20 + h) and @4,7(x0 + Ch));=l = f(xo + h, c5,6(20 + h)) = ; k6; (26) 

it follows that ws, as a free parameter, must be so chosen as to have wc (1) = 0 and 2 Ws( 1) = 1. 
These conditions assure us that the obtained approximate continuous solution $4,7(2e + ch), like 
H(z) of the interpolative case, is Cl. 

With each of the three Methods 1, 2, and 3, we shall present two fourth order seven-stage 
continuous algorithms g4,7(20 + ch), which are upgraded for c = 1 to their respective fifth order 
parent algorithm 05,6(zo + h) to which we may refer as the main discrete algorithm. Additionally, 
we shall present another embedded algorithm for the purpose of estimation of errors, and also 
other low order algorithms as substitute for the continuous algorithm G4,7(20 + ch) if the use 
of such low order algorithms is found advantageous. As later it will be seen, these low order 
algorithms, jointly with &,7(2a + ch) may be also used for an assessment of the trend of the 
approximation process. 

These fourth order seven-stage algorithms can be expressed in terms of the variable weights 
wi(c), i = 0,2,. . . , 6, or equivalently and more conveniently, in polynomial form, in powers of c. 
We shall use both forms only in the presentations of the main algorithms relative to Method 1; for 
Methods 2 and 3, the presentations of the continuous algorithms shall be made only in polynomial 
form. It should also be mentioned that all these formulae, of maximum order five are valid for 
scalar as well as vector initial value problems (1). 

Method 1 

Formulae of Method 1 presented below range, for the discrete case, from the first order to the 
(main) fifth order six-stage formula g5,6(20 + h), and for the continuous case, from a first order 
to two different (main) fourth order seven-stage formulae: &,7(2e + ch). They are all defined 
with the set or subsets of the following seven incremental coefficients {ko, . . . , kg, kg}, the last 
coefficient of which is a “borrowed” coefficient or stage from the next application of the main 
algorithm used. 

ko = V(~O,YO), 

kl = hf xo + ; h, yo + f kc, 
> 

, 

kz = hf 
( 

20 + ; h, yo + $ (ko + 3kl) 
> 

, 

ks = hf 
( 

QI + f h, yc, + ; (ko - 3kl + 4kz) 
> 

, 

h = hf zo + ; h, yo + & (3ko + 9k3) 
> 

, 

ks=hf zo+h,yo+f(-4ko+3k1+12k2-12k3+8k4) 
( > 

, 

ks = hf (xo + h, i-j5,6(20 + h)) , 

@5,6(zO +h) = Yo + &(7ko + 32kz +12k3 + 32k4 +7k5). 

(27) 
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THE FIRST MAIN CONTINUOUS FORMULA. The main fifth order (discrete) formula, &s(zO + h), 

has just been defined in (27). Our first main fourth order seven-stage continuous formula in the 

variable weight form may be written, with z = ~0 + c h or c = (z - zo)/h, as follows: 

where 

g4,7(20 + ch) = 2/o + f&i(c)l k 
i=o 

we(c) = 5 (90 - 375c+ 700~~ - 600~~ + 192c4), 

w(c) = 0, 

w2(4 = ;c2(45-130c+135c2-48c3), 

(2W 

w3(c) = ; c2 (-45 + 19Oc - 240~~ + 96c3), 

w4(c) = ; c2 (15 - 7Oc + 105~~ - 48c3), 

We = ; c2 (-180 + 700~ - 855~~ + 336c3), 

ws(c) = ; (27 - 104c+ 125~~ - 48~~). 

(28b) 

The algorithm (28a,b) in equivalent polynomial form in powers of c = (x - x0)/h may be 

written: 

where 

G4,7(50 + ch) = &I(XO + ch) = yo + 5 s2i ci, 
i=l 

(29a) 

S-&=;(-25ko+48k2-36k3+16k4-84k5+81ks), 

i-t3=;(70ko-208k2+228ks-l12k4+490ke-468kg), 

i-24 = 5 (-40 k. + 144 k2 - 192 kg + 112 k4 - 399 kg + 375 ks), 

%=;(4ko-16kz+24k3-16k4+49k5-45ks). 

The derivative with respect to x is obtained by: 

(gn(xO+ch))’ = $ifIici-‘. 
z=l 

(29b) 

(294 

As expected, we have 

(@n(so+ch)),=, = !k&O +h) = Yo + $j [7(ko +k5)+ 32(k2 +k4)+ 121~~1, 
(294 

(ih(Xo + W:=, = ; k6 = f (50 + h, ~5,6(%0 + h)) . (294 

THE SECOND MAIN CONTINUOUS FORMULA. Our second main fourth order seven-stage continu- 

ous formula in the variable weight form may be written: 

&4,7(x0 + ch) = YO + f&i(c)] ki, (3Oa) 
i=o 
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where 

~~(c)=~(90-267c+292c~-108c~), 

w(c) = 0, 

w2(c) = ; c2 (9 - 14~ + 6c2), 

w3(c) = &‘(9- 14c+6c2) = ;w2, 

wq(c) = g c2 (-6 + 16~ - 9c2), 

7 2 ws(c) = @c (9-14c+6c2) = $2u2, 

W6(C) = c3 (-1 +c). 

In equivalent polynomial form, we have: 

U4,7(20 +ch) s k&O +ch) = y0+ &d, 

i=l 

where 
w = ko, 

w2=&(-89ko+96k2+36k3-64k4+21ks), 

w3 = f (146 k. - 224 k2 - 84 k3 + 256 k4 - 49 ks - 45 ks), 

w4=$-18ko+32k2+12ks-48k4+7ks+15ks). 

The derivative with respect to 5, is given by: 

(iL(20+ch))‘= ;$iw&‘. 
r=l 

W’b) 

(314 

@lb) 

WC) 

As expected, as in the first main formula, we have 

(i&o +ch)),,l = ~55,6(~0 + h) = yo + f [7(ko +kg)+ 32 (kz + kq)+ 12 kg], 

(314 
1 

(d&o + ck));=, = - ks = f (20 + h, 55,6(x0 + h)) . 
h We) 

It follows that the considered two main algorithms, &-i and &,, generate approximate C1 

solutions. However, it should be mentioned that the first main algorithm, (28a,b) or (29a,b), 
generates the most accurate approximations to the solution y(z), as well as to its derivative y’(z) 
at interior points 2 E (~0, zs + h). The second main algorithm is recommended rather for its 
simplicity, particularly in its variable weight form, (30b). 

An estimation of errors associated with the approximations to the solution y(z) as well as its 
derivative y’(z), generated by the two main algorithms, Go and &, may be obtained through the 
use of the algorithm: 

g4,7(20 + ch) = &-(x0 + ch) = yo + 2 Ti ci, 
i=l 

(324 



where 
Tl = 

T2 = 

T3 = 

T4 = 
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ko, 

A(-161ko+176kz+60ks-l12kr+28ks+9ks), 

& (718 ko - 1072 kz - 492 k3 + 1328 k4 - 392 kg - 90 kG), 

$(-68ko+ll2k2+72k3-208k4+77k5+15ke). 

W’b) 

The derivative of this approximate solution with respect to 2 is: 

(~~(~o+ch))‘= $iTici-'. 
a=1 

(32c) 

Then 

ih+O + h) = yo + &j (206 ko + 976 kz + 336 k3 + 976 kq + 161 k5 + 45 kG), 

(32d) 

(fh+o + ch)):=, = ; & (52 ko - 208 k2 + 312 k3 - 208 k4 + 637 kg + go k6)] . 

(324 

With the subsets of the set of incremental coefficient defined in (27), that is for Method 1, 
which permitted us to generate our two main continuous algorithms #a (20 + ch) and &(zo + ch), 

we have additionally generated also the following six embedded processes of orders one through 
four (inclusive) which, for c = 1, that is at end of the step z = cco + h, become (discrete) processes 
of orders one through five. We have: 

84,&o + Ch) = ~s(zo + ch) = yo + f: Si ci, 
i=l 

(33a) 

$3,5(x0 + Ch) = @I&O + Ch) = 90 + 2 Ri ci, 
i=l 

(34a) 

LV33,4(20 + ch) E gQ(ZO + Ch) = z/O + 2 &i C”, 

i=l 
&a) 

g22,3(20 + Ch) = @&O + Ch) = j/O + -& pi Ci, 

i=l 
@a) 

LG22,2(z0 + ch) = #IV(ZO + Ch) = T/O + 2 N+, Ci, 

i=l 

dl(zo+ch)=yo+cko. 

Pa) 

(38a) 

The pertinent terms, S’s, R’s, Q’S, P’s, and N’s are defined as follows: 

Ss=-$71ko-104kp54k3+136k4-49kS], 

S4 = ; [-5ko + 8k2 + 6k3 - 16 k4 + 7k5]; 

WI 
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RI = ko, 

R2 = ; [-11 ko + 18k2 - 9k3 + 2k4], 

R3 = ; [2ko - 5kz + 4k3 - kc,], 

R4 = 4 [-ko + 3k2 - 3k3 + k4]; 

(34b) 

&I = ko; 

Q2 = -3ko + 4k2 - ks, (35b) 

Q3 = ; [ko - 2k2 + kg]; 

PI = ko, 

p2 = -5ko + 9kl - 4k2, 

p3 = 8 [ko - 3kl + 2k2]; 

(36b) 

Nl = ko, 

IV2 = 3 [-kg + ICI]. Wb) 

Note that for c = I, the fourth order algorithm is upgraded to fifth order, while the orders of 
the other algorithms remain unchanged. Specifically, we have (for c = I): 

d5dzO + h) = ?kd~o + h) = yo + $j [7(ko + kg) + 32 (k2 + k4) + 12 kg] , (33c) 

i93,5(20 + h)_= ik(~o +h) = y0 +; (2k2 - k3 + 2k4], (34c) 

g3,4(3Jo +h) = Z&&o +h) = y0 + f [2ko -4k2 +5k3], (35c) 

iij2,3(20 + h) = $P(ZO + h) = y0 + 4ko - 15 kl + 12 k2, (36c) 

~2,2(~0+h)=?h(50 +h) = yo - 2ko+3kl, (37c) 

ijl(xo + h) = yo + ko. (33c) 

At this time, it must be recalled that an error estimation algorithm will provide reliable error 
estimates only if the chosen step-size h is sufficiently small, and that our rule described in Section 6 
provides such an initial step-size. Then for c = 1, that is at the end of the step, z = 20 + h, the 
use of the error estimation algorithm (32d), &(ze + h), would provide useful, reliable estimates 
for the absolute errors in the main approximations $o(zs + h) and &,(Q + h), specifically by the 
formula 

e(xo +h) = IijS,S(sO +h)-i&+0 + h)l, since 

k(zo + h) = &(Q + h) = &,&o + h). 

(39) 

If the tolerated maximum absolute error E is specified, and it is found for instance, that 
e(ze + h) > E, then the stepsize h can be adjusted to nh where n z m for the main 
approximate solutions, to satisfy the specified requirement. 

At the interior points, 2 = 20 + ch, c E (0, l), the estimation of errors in the main approximate 
solutions &J and yW is somewhat complex, since go, gU, and 9~ are all fourth order seven-stage 
processes, and sometimes the respective curves may intersect. Nevertheless, their comparison 
with each other, together with the approximate solutions obtained through the other embedded 
processes of increasing accuracy, 61, &,s, &2,3, fi3,4, g3,5, lead us, in general, to satisfactory 
estimates. The same procedure may also be applied for estimates of errors in the derivatives of 
the main approximate solutions. 
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Method 2 

As in the case of Method 1, with a different set of seven incremental coefficient {IQ,. . . , kg, Ice}, 

where ks is a “borrowed” stage, we have derived two main continuous algorithms $o(ze + ch) 

and &(zs + ch), of fourth order, involving seven stages, of which go is the more accurate. Both 

of these two main algorithms are upgraded to the same fifth order six-stage process at the end 

of the step z = 2s + h, denoted as usual by &j,s(za + h). We have generated another third 

order five-stage algorithm #~((zs + ch) for estimation of errors. These algorithms are presented 

below. Additionally, we are presenting algorithms of different orders mostly for use in the error 

estimation process at interior points, 2 = ze + ch, c E (0, l), for the approximate continuous 

solutions #a and & and their first order derivatives with respect to z, and also (if found desirable) 

to be used as low order continuous Runge-Kutta processes. 

The set of incremental coefficients is 

kl = hf zo+ ih, ycl+ f klJ ) 
> 

k2 = hf 
( 

20 + ; h, yo + ; (ko + 3kr) 
> 

, 

k3 = hf xo + ; h, ye + & (7ko - 6h + ‘24 k2)) , 

zo+;h,yo+&(87ko-36k176ks+275ks) 
> 

, (40) 

k5=hf xo+h,yo+&(-llllko+528kl+3648kv3300k3+675kr) 
( > 

, 

k6 = hf (20 + h, ijS,S(xO + h)) , 

imj55,6(20 + h) = y0 + ; ko + 2 k2 + g kg + g k4 + & k5 

= yo + (891 ko -t 2048 k2 + 2750 k3 + 3375 k4 + 440 kg). 

THE FIRST MAIN CONTINUOUS FORMULA. 

g4,7(xo + ch) = &z(xo + ch) = y. + 2 fli ci, 
i=l 

where 

01 = ko, 

35 
S-b=-8ko+99 2 1o24 k - g k3 + g k4 - ; k5 -t ; k6, 

R3 = - “s” k. - $$kz+ g k3 - g k4 + g kg - 4k6, 

-;ko+;k2- Ek3+; k4 - g kg + f k6 , 

;ko-$fk2fg 25 k3 - ; k4 + ; ks , 

The derivative with respect to x, is given by: 

(414 

(4lb) 

($Q(XIJ + ch))’ = k $ i Ri &-l. 
t=l 

(4W 
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(fk(zo + ch)),,, = $5,&O + h) = yo + ; ko + ; kz + g k3 + $$ h + & k5, 
(414 

(?h(zo + ch));=l = ; k6 = f (50 + h, $5,6(x0 + h)) + (41e) 

THE SECOND MAIN CONTINUOUS FORMULA. 

g4,7(20 + ch) = yc, + k wi ci, 
i=l 

(42a) 

where 
WI = ko, 

w2~-~ko_~k2+!!.&3-875 264k4-$ks+;ks, 

47 ko + w3 = 24 gk2-Ek3+264 2125 k4 + $k6-4ke, 

w4 = 5 -;ko-&kz+zkg- E k4 - & ks + ; ks . 

Then 

and 

(&(zO+ch))‘= ;$w&~, 
2=1 

(42b) 

(42~) 

(#&o + ch)),=l = ti5,6(20 + h), (Qd) 

(Q&O + ch))k, = ; ks = f (20 + h, @5,6(x0 + h)) - We) 

An estimation of errors associated with the approximations to the solution y(z) as well as its 
derivative y’(z), generated by go(~) + ch) and &,(zo + ch) may be obtained through the use of 

algorithm: 

@3,5(20 + ch) = &+CI + ch) = y. + &Ti ci, 
i=l 

(43a) 

where 

Then 

and 

Tl = ko, 

T2=-;ko+gk2-;k3+$k4, 

T3 = 5 
( 

; k. - g k2 + ; k3 - g kq 
> 

, 

-;ko+;k2-$k3+$k4 
> 

. 

(43b) 

(Gz+o+ch))‘= ;-iTic+‘, 
a=1 

(43c) 

(ih(zo + ch)),=l = 84,5(x0 + h) = yo + & (11 ko + 128 kz + 125 kq), (43d) 

(&-(a~ + ch));,, = ; f (-99 k. + 512 k2 - 550 k3 + 225 k4)] . (434 
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We have additionally generated six embedded continuous processes of orders one through four 

(inclusive) which, for c = 1, that is at the end of the, step C-C = zrc + h, become (discrete) processes 

of orders one through five. These continuous processes (for the sake of completeness including gT) 
are as follows: 

~4,7(20 + ch) f g&6 + ch) = j/6 + k&f+, 

i=l 
@a) 

53,6(X0 + ch) z gS(26 $ ch) = 96 + 2 si Ci, 

i=l 
(@ia) 

g3*5(20 + ch) = fiz-(zo + ch) = 516 + &x ci, 

i=l 
( W 

g3,4(20 + ch) = @Q(“CJ + ch) = y6 + 2 &i Ci, (W 

i=l 

fj2,3(%) + Ch) = ~p(26 + Ch) = y6 + e pi Ci, 

i=l 
Pa) 

52,2(x0 + ch) = @N(ZO + ch) = &I + Nl c + N2 c2, 

fjl(Z6 +ch) = ye +cke. 

(@a) 

(49a) 

The pertinent terms, R’s, S’s, T’s, Q’s, P’s, and N’s are defined as follows: 

RI = ko, 

Rz=&(-57ke+lOOks-75k4-4k5+36k6), 

Rs=&(55krd50k3+175k4+16k5-96k6), 

R4 = f (-15 kc, + 50 ka - 75 k4 - 8k5 + 48 kc); 

(44b) 

SI = ko, 

s2 = & (-3465 k. + 8192 k2 - 5500 k3 + 1125 k4 - 352 kg), 

s3 = & (20493 k. - 77824 kz + 68750 k3 - 16875 k4 + 5456 kg), 

s4 = & (-441 k. + 2048 k2 - 2050 k3 + 675 k4 - 232 k5), 

s5 = &(99ko-512kz+550k3-225k4+88ks); 

(45b) 

Ti, i = 1) 2) 3) 4) defined above; 

&I = ko, 

&2=$(-39ko+64k2-25k3), 

93 = ; (3ko - 8k2 + 5k3); 

(43b) 

(46b) 

9 = ko, 

P2 = -5ko + 9kl - 4k2, 

P3 = 8 (ko - 3kl - 2kz); 

(47b) 
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Nl = ko, 

N2 = 3 (-kg + ICI). 
(48b) 

For c = 1, the third order algorithms &,5 G 9~ and 93,s G 6s are upgraded to fourth and fifth 

order, respectively, while the orders of other algorithms remain unchanged. Specifically we have: 

*4,6(x0 + h) f gR(z:o + h) = 5/o + & (I3 ke + 50 ks + 25 k4 + 8k5), (44c) 

$5,6(x0 + h) = ii+0 +h)= &-2(zo +h)= fi&o+h) (45c) 

= Yo + (891 ko + 2048 k2 + 2750 k3 + 3375 k4 + 440 ks), 

94,5(x0 + h) = GT((TO + h) = yo + & (11 ko -I- 128 k2 + 125 k4), (434 

g3,4(20 + h) = ik+o + h) = yo + $ (39ko - 128 kg + 125k3), 

i&3(20 + h) = ~P(%I + h) = yo + 4ko - 15 kl + 12 k2, 

??2,2(~0 + h) = IL&O + h) = yo - 2ko + 3kl, 

&(zo + h) = yo + ko. 

(46~) 

(47c) 

(48~) 

(49b) 

Concerning the estimation of errors relative to approximate solutions generated by the two 

main algorithms go and &,,, the comments made about Method 1 are valid also for Method 2. In 

particular, the formula 

e(zo +h) = 1fi5,6(20 + h)-jjT(20 +/&)I, (50) 

@5,6(x0 +h)= k&o +h) e &,(20 +h), 

provides reliable estimates for the absolute errors associated with the main approximate solutions 

at z = zs + h. 

For the estimation of absolute errors associated with the approximate solutions generated with 

either of the main algorithms fin and & at the interior points z E (zc,ze + h), the formula (50) 

is written: 

c(xo +ch) = lG4,7(~0 +ch) --$3.5(x0 +ch)l, (51) 

where 

g4,7(~0 +ch) = ih(zo +ch), as in 

$4,7(x0 +ch) = ii&o +ch), as in 

depending whether the main formula used is & or jjU, and 

g3,5(~0 +ch)= &(x0 + ch). 

Similarly, the formula 

(41a), or 

(42a), 

e'(zo + ch) = 1(G4&0 + ch))' - (g3,5(20 + ch))'j , (52) 

relates to the absolute errors involved in the derivatives of the main approximate solutions with 

respect to z. In this connection, let us recall that at the nodal point 2 = zc + h (or for c = 1) the 

derivatives of @4,7(20 -t ch) and Q3,5(2e + ch) are given in (41e), (42e), and (43e), respectively. 

Finally, it must be pointed out that we now have at our disposal (including &-i and &,) an 

array of nine distinct algorithms, providing us at all points x = ze + ch, c E (0, l], with a set 

of nine approximate solutions of increasing order (and/or increasing stages), ranging from the 

first to fifth order. These nine consecutively obtained approximate solutions show the trend of 
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the overall approximation process and help us to detect arithmetical or other kinds of errors 
and mistakes. However, still better, they allow us at “no cost” to project a value for the next 
higher order approximate solution, particularly at the nodal point z = ze + h, a sixth order 

approximate solution. And interestingly, whenever our consecutive approximate solutions, oi of 
orders i = l,... ,5, are of oscillatory type-an indication that the power series expansion of 
the exact solution y(z) is an alternating series-for instance, if it is obtained consecutively, 
Jr < Gs, & < Qs < &, & < $3 < & < &, fir < fis < $5 < $4 < 92, then the last two consecutive 
approximate solutions, namely 94 and &,, may be reliably considered in most cases as constituting 
bounds for the exact solution y; that is, c4 < y < $5, or $5 < y < $4. Further research in this 
direction is in progress, and in particular, the case of sixth order processes applied to oscillatory 
problems. All these algorithms apply to initial value problems regardless of whether they are of 
scalar or vector type. 

Method 3 

The procedures are similar to those used in Method 1 and 2, except that the set of incremental 
coefficients { ko, . . . , kg, ke} is different and thus the two main algorithms generated, go and &, 
are different; the former as before provides more accurate approximate solutions than the latter. 

The set of incremental coefficients in Method 3, is [46, p. 811: 

ko = hf(zo, yo), 

ICI = hf 
( 

xo + ; h, yc, + ; ko 
) 

, 

kz = hf 
( 

xo + ; h, yo + f (ko + W) , 

k3 = hf 
( 

xc, + ; h, yo + ; (ko - 3kl + 4kz) 
> 

, (53) 

k.i = hf 
( 

xo + ; h, yo + & (227 k. - 135 kl + 320 k2 + 560 kg)) , 

k5=hf 
( 

zo+h, yo+&(-614ko+1350kl+175k2-l100k3+729k4) , 
> 

k6 = hfbo +h e5,6(XO +h)), 

g5,6(XO + ch) = yo + $ k. + 625 k2 + 1512 & ka + 2 k4 + f k5 

= yo + & (728 k. + 3125 kz + 1250 k3 + 2187 k4 + 270 kg). 

With this set of incremental coefficients (53) the following two main algorithms ~0 and &, 

which generate C1 solutions, have been established. 

THE FIRST MAIN CONTINUOUS FORMULA. 

$4,7(x0 +ch)~ fin(XO +ch) =YO +&C&C'. (544 

i=l 

where 

01 = 

R‘J = 

R3 = 

Q4 = 

R5 = 

ko, 

-yko+zkg- gka+;k4-;kS+;ke, 

gko- gkz+ 
1037 
~k3-~k4+$kS-4k6, 

-+ko+= 2 g125 k _ ?!!$ k3 + g ]c4 _ $ k5 + ; k6, 

;ko- ~k2+~k3-~k4+;k5. 

Wb) 
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The derivative with respect to z (c = (z - ze)/h), is obtained by: 

(fio(zc + ch))’ = ; $ iRi C-l, 
a=1 

and 

(&s-l(~o +ch)),,, =J5,&0 +h) 

= y0 + & (728 kc + 3125 ks + 1250 ks + 2187 IEq + 270 ks), 

k6 
(&&O +ch));=, = - = f(xO + h, $5,6(x0 + h))- 

h 

THE SECOND MAIN CONTINUOUS FORMULA. 

4 

jj4,7(50 + ch) E &,,(zo + ch) = yo + &~i ci, 
i=l 

where 
WI = ko, 

The derivative with respect to x is given by: 

(&(x0 + ch))’ = ; f: i wi ci--l, 
t=l 

and 

(&(X0 +'%),=, =*5,6(20 +h), (554 

(iko(Xo +ch));=, = ; k6 = f(xo + h, ijS,S(xO + h)). (55e) 

(54c) 

(544 

(544 

(554 

(55b) 

(55c) 

An estimation of errors associated with the approximations to the solution y(z) as well as its 

derivative y’(x), generated by jjo(z:o + ch) and &(x0 + ch) may be obtained through the use of 

the algorithm: 

g3,5(20 + ch) = &T(XO + ch) = yo + ?Ti ci, 
i=l 

(56a) 

where 

Tz = & (-2604 k. + 4375 k2 - 2500 kg + 729 k4), 

T3 = & (2912 k. - 7525 k2 + 6800 k3 - 2187 k4), 

T4=&(-56ko+175k2-200k3+81k4). 

Wb) 
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The derivative with respect to x is given by: 

(ih(xo+ch))‘= ~~~T,C~-l, 

a=1 
(56~) 

and 

(ih(20 + cm,=, = G4,5(xo + h) = 90 + j&j (161 k. + 875 kz + 125 k3 + 729 k4), 

(56d) 

(yz+o + cm;=, = - ; [A(-28ko+125k2-250k3+243k4)]. (56e) 

We have again additionally generated six embedded continuous processes of orders one through 
five. These continuous processes (including TJT) are as follows: 

jj3,5(20 + ch) = &(X6 + ch) = 2/o + f: z Ci, 

i=l 
@a) 

(SW 

jj3,6(xO + ch) = &+I) + Ch) = y6 + 2 A!+ Ci, 

i=l 
(58a) 

jj3,4(%l + ch) = @Q(“o + Ch) = 96 + 2 &i Ci, 

i=l 
Pa) 

g2,3(xo + ch) = ~p(xcl + ch) = yl) + 2 pi 2, 
i=l 

Pa) 

k,z(xo + ch) = gN(xO + ch) = yl) + Nl c + IV2 2, 

gl(xo+ch) =yr,+cko. 

(61a) 

(62a) 

The pertinent terms, R’s, S’s, T’s, Q’s, P’s, and N’s are defined as follows: 

R2 = &(-812ko+3125k3-3888k4+945k5+630k6), 

R3 = A(1022 k. - 6875 kg + 10368 k4 - 1995 k5 - 2520 kg), 

R4= A(-14ko+125kr216k4+35k5+70k6); 

WI 

SI = ko, 

s2 = -&-1512ko+3125kz-3125k3+2187k4-675k5), 

s3 = &(1”86 kr, - 36250 kz + 51875 k3 - 39366 k4 + 12555 ks), (58b) 

S, = &(-2296 k. + 9125 k2 - 16000 k3 + 13851 kq - 4680 ks), 

S5=;(28ko-125k2+250k3-243k4+90ks); 

Z, i = 1,2,3,4, defined above; (56b) 
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&I = ko, 

Q2 = f (-3ko + 4k2 - kg), 

Q3 = ; (ko - 2kz + kg); 

C-b) 

PI = to, 

P2 = i (-5ko + 9kl - 4k2), 

P3 = 7 (k. - 3kl + 2k2); 

Nl = ko, 

N2 = ; (-k. + ICI). 

(6Ob) 

(6lb) 

For c = 1, the third order algorithms $3,~ E @T and fi3,6 z @s are upgraded to fourth and fifth 

orders, respectively, while the orders of the other algorithms remain unchanged. Specifically, we 

obtain: 

@4,6(x0 + h) = gR(ZO + h) = yo + & (119 ko + 625 k3 - 324 k4 + 210 k5), (57c) 

$55,6(x0 +h)= &(zO+h)= @&O +h)=&(ZO+h) (53c) 

= yo + & (728 ko + 3125 kz + 1250 k3 + 2187 k4 + 270 kg), 

g4,5(20 + h) = ieo + h) = yo + i&j (161 ko + 875 kz + 125 k3 + 729 kd), 

83,4(20 + h) = gQ(20 +h) = y0 + & (19 kc, - 20kz +55k3), 

$2,3(20 + h) = @p(zo + h) = yo + $j (43 ko - 165 kl + 140 kg), 

92,2(x0 + h) = fiN(ZO +h) = y0 - ; ko+ ;kl, 

@I(~o + h) = YO + ko. 

(56d) 

(59c) 

(6Oc) 

(61~) 

(62b) 

AS far as the estimation of absolute errors in the approximations go and &, and their deriva- 
tives with respect to x is concerned, the comments made relative to Methods 1 and 2 are valid 
aho for Method 3. Thus, in particular, the error estimation formulae (50), (51), and (52) relative 
to Method 2, unaltered are enumerated as (63), (64), and (65), respectively, with the understand- 

ing that now the algorithms involved relate to Method 3, the counterpart of the algorithms in 
Method 2. We thus exhibit below these error estimation formulae relative to Method 3 without 

further details: 

e(x0 + h) = Ih(xo + h) - ih(x0 + h)l 
liidw(xo + h) - h(xo + h)l 1 

= 155,6(x0 + h) - j74,5(20 +h)l, (63) 

e(x0 + ch) = 
1 

Iikdxo + ch) - !7T(XO + ch)l , 
IiL(x0 + ch) - &(x0 + ch)l , 

c E (0, I), (64) 

e’(xo + ch) = 

I(P&o + 4)’ - (ih-(x0 + ch))‘l , 

~(iL(xiJ + ch))’ - (g& + &))‘I. 
(65) 

The comments made previously relative to the array of nine approximate solutions (~JJ J = 
R, w, T, S, R, Q, P, IV, 1)) which show the trend of the overall approximation process at any point 
z = xe +ch, and those comments made relative to alternating series are appropriate for Method 3 
as well. 
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To conclude this section, it should be mentioned that the origins of this research into multiorder 

embedding of Runge-Kutta continuous processes and the related error estimation rules can be 

traced to a 1967 presentation [28], of research done by the author in 1966 relative to discrete 

Runge-Kutta processes. 

9. CONTINUOUS APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS 
OF EXPLICIT SECOND AND HIGHER ORDER 

AND IMPLICIT EQUATIONS AND UPGRADING 
OF APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS 

Consider, to begin with, the initial-value problem involving an explicit second order differential 

equation [46, p. 841: 

Y” = S(G Y, Y’), 

Y(ZO) = Yo, Y/(X0) = Y& 
(66) 

We may, as usual, letting z(z) = y’(z) t ransforms this initial value problem into a system of 

differential equations of first order: 

& 
zi= z = f”‘(Z, y, z), 

dz 
d, = &Y, z> = f2)(? Y, z>, (67) 

Y(Eo) = Yo, Z(Q) = ZCJ = y;. 

The exact solution of (67) is a pair of functions: {y(zc + ch), z(ze + ch)}. 

The main continuous approximate solution is composed of a pair of continuous functions (poly- 

nomials in powers of c = (z - X0)/h) : {&2(3x1 + ch), zn(a-~ + ch)}, jjfl(zo + ch) E @4,7(5o + ch), 

zn(zo + ch) E &,7(20 + ch). The Runge-Kutta algorithms corresponding to the present vector 

case consist of a set of seven pairs of incremental coefficients: {ki’), kj2’}, i = 0, . . . ,5,6, where 

k(l) and kt2) relate to the directional functions f(l) and ft2), respectively. We have: 

.z&o + ch) = .24,7(50 + ch) = zo + 2 np 2. 

i=l 

In consideration of y’(z) E z(z) with ~($0) = yo, y’(zo) = yb = zo, an 

rule based upon the integration of the polynomial function Z,.,s(za + ch) 

the present case yields: 

%,,(xo + ch) = yo + h y; c + +& Qic2) g , 
i=l I 

(68) 

upgrading procedure or 

is established, which in 

(69) 

where &,r is used instead of fis,r to indicate that this fifth order seven stage approximation to 

y(zc + ch) is obtained through the upgrading rule and not through the direct use of a Runge- 

Kutta formula. In similar ways the other approximate solutions obtained through the use of the 

other embedded algorithms are upgraded. 

Consider now an initial-value problem involving an explicit third order differential equation: 

y”’ = g(z, Y, Y’, Y”), 

y(z0) = yo, Y’(Zo) = Y& Y”(ZO) = Y& 
(70) 
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Letting now Z(X) = y’(z) and U(X) = z’(z) = y”(z), Equation (70) is transformed into an 
initial-value problem involving a system of three differential equations of first order as follows: 

4 
da:= z = f(l)(x, y, z, u), 

dt 

z= 21 = f2'(x, y, z, u), 
(71) 

The exact solution of (71) is a triplet of functions: {y(zo + ch), .z(zo + ch), u(xo + ch)}. 

Briefly, we consider 

8n(zo+ch)rGl,r(la+ch)=uo+~ni(3)c". (72) 
i=l 

Since in the present case U(X) = z’(z), z(z) = y’(z), with the initial conditions Y(Q) = ys, 
Y’(Q) = yb = za, y”(s0) = yt = .zh = ‘210, after two consecutive integrations of &J(Q + ch), 
thus with two consecutive upgradings, we obtain: 

~s,,,,(xo + ch) = y. + hy; c + h2 y; ; + 2 f-&(3) 
&+2 

i=l 1 (i+1)(i+2) ’ 
a sixth order seven-stage approximation to the exact solution y(zs + ch). 

Had the considered explicit differential equation been, say, of seventh order, we would have 
obtained &J(ZO + ch), a tenth order seven-stage approximation to y(za + ch). 

Assume now the differential equation to be in implicit form 

F(x, y, y’, . . . , y'"') = 0, 

and that it cannot be solved for the highest derivative involved, ~(~1, in closed form. Then using 
a well known procedure, differentiation of the implicit equation with respect to the independent 
variable 2, one obtains an (n + l)*t order differential equation, which can be put in explicit 
form, to which the above described continuous approximation processes including the upgrading 
technique can be applied. 

In general, in the case of an explicit differential equation of order n and implicit equations 
of orders n - 1, the upgrading rule applied to the main continuous fourth order seven-stage 
algorithm (of Methods 1, 2 or 3) would yield a continuous approximate solution of orders n + 3 
for all 5 = za + ch, c E (0, 11, that is, for the entire interval of application, including the end of 
the step, the nodal point x = ze + h. 

For the proof of this upgrading rule and other pertinent information the interested readers are 
referred to the original article [46, pp. 82-84; Part 2, pp. 84-891. 

The continuous approximate solutions generated through this upgrading procedure applied to 
explicit second and higher order differential equations appear to be competitive from the stand- 
point of efficiency and effectiveness with those generated through the use of “standard” continuous 
approximate RungeKutta processes. Then the question arises naturally whether it is advanta- 
geous to transform through differentiation a first order explicit differential equation, y’ = f(x, y), 
into a second or even higher order explicit differential equation yen) = f (x, y’, y”, . . . , Y(~-‘)) 
and then apply the upgrading rule to obtain higher order approximate continuous or discrete 
solutions. It appears again that more research in this direction would be rewarding. 
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For further support of this conclusion, let us recall that for the generation of scalar and vector 

Runge-Kutta algorithms of 14th order the derivation of 3259 and 53272 nonlinear algebraic equa- 

tions are necessary, respectively. Even if this enormous undertaking would be possible thanks 

to present day supercomputers, still huge systems of equations must be manipulated and solved 

to determine the values of the unknown constants involved. Quite possibly such a Runge-Kutta 

process would consist of about 50 stages. Again, even if these systems would be solved and 

a 14th order Runge-Kutta algorithm developed, which is highly doubtful, such a Runge-Kutta 

formula would require a volume to be described, and its practicality would be nil. In view of 

these and several other obstacles, the development of equivalent high order processes based upon 

the “upgrading” procedure appears to be one of the best, if not the best, alternative. 
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